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I always forget to take off my earrings when I take 
a shower. I also tend to get my watch wet and 
almost break it. On the other hand, I feel 
uncomfortable when I forget to put on my favorite 
accessories. For me,  accessories seem to become a 
part of me after wearing them for a while. From 
that sensation, I got an image in my mind of 
accessories melting and  staining inside my body. I 
made a ice-made necklace and dress to try 
embodying this influence that accessory has on our 
sensations. This is my final project in the 
Musashino Art University to find out how wearing 
accessories affects ourselves.
     This frozen necklace is made from water-based 
ink. When you wear it, parts of the necklace melt 
and stain the dress gradually. Therefore a pattern 
on the dress emerges as the necklace melts and 
disappears. The way the necklace melts and stains 
is not always the same. I allowed randomness to 
partly control the design, and this is the defining 
point of this work.

Concept Notice a relationships between human and accessory

dress ink



I used silkscreen printing in order to design the 
dress.White ink is printed onto white cotton fabric. 
At first glance, it seems to be just a white plain 
dress. However, as the frozen necklace melts on the 
dress, the area covered by silkscreen ink remain 
unblemished white, so that the color can only appear 
in unprinted areas.

The shape of the dress that I chose is simple a-line 
dress. Which is used original form of any dress. I 
used this design because it is able to show pattern 
more beautiful, so I tried to make dress more 
seamless.

It was hard to make the ink to stain in a aesthetically 
pleasing way. First I used tubes of watercolor paint, 
but it did not melt and spread to my expectations.  
Secondly, I used water-based ink used for calligraphy. 
I found it to dye smoothly, and different colors mixed 
well, making it the best ink to use for frozen 
accessories.

When it comes to colors, I used those that become 
attractive when they are stained and mixed together. 
Furthermore, the colors that I used have positive and 
feminine images. I took care to avoid the usage of red 
and yellow, as they conjure images of blood and fluid 
or drip infusion, especially when they are dyed.

blood

womanliness/sexiness/maturity

sweetness/love/cuteness

honesty/purenessillness

grotesque flesh/immaturity/youth

wine/jwell

flower/heart mark

sky/water/blue eye shadow

forest/young leaves

powerful/vitality/happiness
sun/fruit orange

fluid/drip infusion

Colors

The material of the frozen necklace

The shape

The  material of the dress and tecunique

avoid those colors:

white opaque silkscreen ink

cotton fabric



Sketches



Sketches



Ink Calendar by Oscar Diaz

This calendar also uses the dyeing and spreading 
features of ink.
The ink is absorbed slowly, and the numbers in the 
calendar are ‘printed ‘ daily. This project focused on 
the passing time.

Initially my targets were not only women. However, I 
came to focus on  women who age around 20, who are 
in the process of changing from girls to be women. 
They are the most sensitive to the surrounding 
environment.  We may say it is the last time to shape 
their personality before maturity. To shape their 
identity from outside, the act of dressing up 
influences them more significantly compared to other 
ages. I therefore developed my project targeting 
women in their 20s

Textile design

Why focus young women

Similar projects

Flexibility Renewable Clothing by Fernando Brízio

The appearance of the dress changes over time by 
placing colored felt-tip pens in the pockets. It is 
similar to my work in that colored ink bleeds into 
fabric and make a one-off design. However, the 
concept of this project is not the same. It’ s concept is 
renewability. Because it can be cleaned off by 
washing, the owner can change its color.

I selected textile designs on the basis of 
effectiveness, directionality, and their suitability 
for dresses. For those used with the ice necklaces, 
I printed them to make intricate necklace patterns 
emerge in place of the melting necklace.





jewel.









Second prize at Department of Science of Design



This project is to embody our changing impression 
and altered sensation when wearing accessories.  
Different patterns emerge on the same type of white 
plain dresses as the necklace melts and disappears.  
It shows us the accessories and people have influence 
on each other, then which creates their personality 
as time goes.  Therefore they add us something 
making different impression even though we wear 
the same clothes and accessories.

Create our personality Time and Experience
It is strongly relate to time passage and 
our personal experiences.
I think I designed “time” and “experience”.



Outcome

Targets: Adults and also Children
Key words:  childfood/ how to hold stones/ 

Most people will have memories of having 
scribbled on the ground as a child. For children, 
streets are everlasting canvases, and stones are 
full-fledged drawing tools. This project aims to 
revive the pure joy of a child drawing on a large 
canvas, that is, the streets.

I created crayons that resemble stones. Being 
shaped for grasping, these are not meant for 
intricate illustrations. In exchange, the illustrator 
is allowed the freedom of drawing like a child.

For adults
Enjoy drawing itself
Enjoy collecting
Enjoy as a piece of art

For young
Boost creativity with colorful crayons
Can be used by small children having difficulties 
with holding pencils
Prevents accidental swallowing by its large size

Concept Back to Basics

Stone crayon



Rogo design
Font imformation: Mistral/Regular
Color: C78%/M75%/Y79%/K56%
          C60%/M46%/Y34%/K0%

The logo design describes a stone roughly drawn 
by a crayon. The colors, grey and brown, represent 
the color of the streets and earth which were the 
canvases of childhood.

Colors

“Space”

We made three colour variations, each having a different theme 
that focuses on the history of a stone. Each stone has its own 
unique history before becoming that particular shape and size.

Outer space fascinates children and adults alike. 
Meteors that fly from the heavens, moon rocks 
brought back by astronauts, colorful surfaces of 
planets…

“Mineral”

“Volcano”

Minerals are abundant in our Earth. The stone 
you just picked up might turn out to be a valuable 
gem, and some people go on expeditions to collect 
mineral specimens. Startlingly colorful minerals 
captivate the hearts of such treasure hunters.

The lava that flows out of volcanoes will gradually 
cool down to form rocks, then gradually crumbling 
into small stones. Volcanoes can bury a entire city, 
or create artistic shapes as in Cappadocia.

Stone Crayon

Rogo design



“Space”

“Mineral”

“Volcano”

Materials:

Pigment 

Beeswax

Oil

Babypowder



Package design

121mm

40mm

220mm

40mm

Material:

plywood 4mm

gray color paint

Tools: Laser cutter

The package is designed to show 
packed stones as in a pavement.
Resembling gift boxes, it can be 
readily used for presents.



“Otogi” means Fairy tale in Japanese. There were 
many strange plants in fairy tales that we read 
when we were children. We had been dreaming if 
such fantastic plants exist. As a group project, our 
team tried to make something products in order to 
remember such curiosity for adult people who 
almost forget them and get tired of their busy life.

Outcome

Target:  Adults (Who getting tired of their real life)
Key words:  To remember childhood fantasy

We made a fictional farm that produce fairy tale 
plants. This is a fictional project. Therefore we 
pursued the project without considering whether 
feasible. We planed what to sell and how to advert. 
“Otogi farm” grows and sells Jack’ s beans, 
poisoned apples, Cinderella’ s pumpkins and some 
products related fairy plants.
So as to unify the mood of products and 
advertisement, we imaged little eerie atmosphere 
and elegant and mature.

My part:
Package design/Making Jack’ s bean/Poster design

Concept Back to Basics

otogi farm



Logo design
From various ideas, we decided this logo that 
combine ivy (it often appear in some fairy 
tales)  and pumpkin crown imaged from 
Cinderella.

Package design
Products are packed into wooden box (it is 
usually used in the farm) and sent directly to 
customers.

R:26%/G:31%/B64%/K0%



Stories and products
We chose some famous stories from Japanese ones 
and European ones.

Blooming Ashes from “Hanasaka-Jiisan”
(The Story of the Old Man Who Made Withered Trees to Blossom) /Japan

One day a dog loved by old couple dug in 
the garden, and then they found many gold 
pieces. A neighbor borrowed the dog and let 
it find treasures. But there were only bones, 
so he killed it. Old couple buried it under 
the tree. One night a master of the dog 
dreamed and was told by it to make a 
mortar from the tree. So he made it and 
tried to put the rice then it turned to gold. 
But a neighbor tried to do that, it turned to 
foul-smelling berries then they burned it. 
The master told to take the ashes  and 
sprinkle them on certain cherry trees in the 
dream. When they did, cherry tree came 
into bloom. King found it and was pleased, 
he gave them a many gifts.

Big bean from “Jack and the Beanstalk” / England
One day Jack got bean but his mother dumped it into 
a garden. Next day they found big Beanstalk and he 
climbed it and stole treasures from big man living 
above clouds.

Material: paper clay/color spray



Magic pumpkin from “Cinderella”
Cinderella went to a ball riding pumpkin coach 
that was changed by a fairy’ s magic. And then 
she met a prince at the ball.

Big peach from “Momotaro(Peach boy)” /Japan
One day big peach was found floating down a 
river by old, childless woman. She and her 
husband discover a little boy was in big peach. 
The couple named him Momotaro. Then he 
grow up and went to fight to Oni (Demon) with 
his crew (a monkey, a Japanese pheasant and 
a dog).

Poisoned apple from “Snow white” /Germany
Snow white is nearly killed by evil queen 
because she wanted to be a most beautiful 
woman in the world then Snow white fells deep 
sleep until a prince kisses her.



Catalogue design
It was inspired by old picture book. Customers 
are able to choose products reading fairy tale 
stories. 

Poster design

値 段 　7 万 円 （ 税 込 み ）

シ ン デ レ ラ の か ぼ ち ゃ

魔法の大きなか ぼちゃの馬車に乗ったシンデレラは

素 敵 な王子 様に会えるかな 、ってドキドキワクワク。

あなたもこのか ぼちゃを 食べてお 城 へ向かう

シンデレラの乙女な 気 持ちを是非 味 わってみませんか？

Give you “If” that you dreamed in your childhood



Take you a dream just one byte

Example an ad on the train



This is a project where we try to approach a city in 
new perspectives.When we walk around the city, 
we randomly take samplings, and we edit them in 
our own way as we capture the city. In that way, 
the impression of city is different in each 
individual. Our group proceeded with the project 
with “Sampling” and “Mix” as keywords. When we 
walk around the city, we identify the surrounding 
city and reconstruct it in our minds in 360˚ view.  
The city is full of information. We feel it as if we 
are perceiving it’ s pulse through our senses. 

Sampling and mixing sounds of the city

360̊

By focusing on the shared property of light and sound 
as fluctuating waves,  we created a device that 
translates visual information into sound. By 
translating the pulse of colors perceived by our eyes 
into sound waves, we aimed to perceive the city 
through our ears. We presented the final results as 
an installation of a new nightclub with a  DJ mixing 
Kichijoji’ s sounds. 
The DJ uses a special record disk with photographs 
of Kichijoji city are printed  on, which our device scan 
and convert its RGB colors to sounds. Finally, the DJ 
mixes these sounds to create music of Kichijoji city.

Outcome

Target city: Kichijoji city in Tokyo
Key words: fluctuations of light and sounds/Sampling/Mixing

Concept Approach a city in new perspectives

RGB RECORDS



About Kichijoji city

No.1
Number of people who 
want to live in this area.

It is located WEST
of TOKYO.

ONE
of theMOST popular 

AREA
for 

younger PEOPLE WEEKEND.to spent
     their

Fashionable, Artistic, Youthful and Exciting.

There is a 

PARK.big
Inokashira park

HERE!!



Why Kichijoji?
Kichijoji is a unique city with many faces: shopping 
malls and lush parks, shops old and new, fashionable 
and rundown neighborhoods. We thought that we 
could create many kinds of sounds as it is possible to 
take many different kinds of photos in the same city.

Why the night club?
As Kichijoji is commonly refered to as a favorite for 
young people. While the number of night clubs are 
less than in Central Tokyo, Kichijoji has traditionally 
enjoyed the status as a music hub with many Jazz 
Cafes and stores selling musical records and 
instruments.

Why Records disks?
The act of selecting disks with different photos from 

Kichijoji printed on and mixing their sounds on the 

turntable resembles taking a walk through the city and 

constructing it inside ourselves.

Rebuild the city
Users have the ability to freely combine the city 
sounds which were taken in various places.  That is 
to say, it might be said that they are rebuilding the 
city images in their minds.

How does it works?
One member was familiar with programming and 
wrote the code for the project using max. The 
program reads the RGB values of the pixels of the 
photos and converts them into sound.



How to play with?

R：199

G：50

B：15

199

50

15

pi pi pi

Booo!

Biiii!

STEP1.
Pick up 3 records. 

STEP3.

STEP4.
Then, scratch!! 

STEP2.
Set on players device and spin records. 

Device scans each RGB 
values and convert to 
sound.

scan Red scan Green scan Blue



Sunroad

Nov. 26, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

15:31

Kichijoji west park

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

12:43

in front of the station 

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

11:31

Nanaibashi street

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

18:29

Record design
360˚ panoramic photographs
Which had taken at 26 places in 
Kichijoji
A-side:day
B-side:night

 RECORDS

11:53

Harmonica Yokocho

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

11:55

in front of the station

Dec. 2, 2012 

KICHIJOJI

Inokashira  Park

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

15:36



Sunroad

Nov. 26, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

19:59

Kichijoji west park

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

19:20

 RECORDS

15:34

Nanaibashi street

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI

in front of the station

Nov. 26, 2012 

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

18:45

Harmonica Yokocho

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

20:05

in front of the station

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

20:07

Inokashira  Park

Dec. 2, 2012

KICHIJOJI RECORDS

18:24



 

Pixelated images on the record disk 
are projected onto a screen in sync 
with the sound

Exhibition
Exhibition hall at Musashino Art University 
December 2012



kichijoji RECORDS

Printed a map of Kichijoji using white 
ink onto white paper by silk screen. 
Subtle bumps and color make the map 
“float”. We punched a hole at the 
location where the photo was taken, 
making the photo location easily 
visualized.
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